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Abstract

This study investigates how fake news uses
a thumbnail for a news article with a focus
on whether a news article’s thumbnail repre-
sents the news content correctly. A news article
shared with an irrelevant thumbnail can mis-
lead readers into having a wrong impression
of the issue, especially in social media envi-
ronments where users are less likely to click
the link and consume the entire content. We
propose to capture the degree of semantic in-
congruity in the multimodal relation by using
the pretrained CLIP representation. From a
source-level analysis, we found that fake news
employs a more incongruous image to the main
content than general news. Going further, we
attempted to detect news articles with image-
text incongruity. Evaluation experiments sug-
gest that CLIP-based methods can successfully
detect news articles in which the thumbnail is
semantically irrelevant to news text. This study
contributes to the research by providing a novel
view on tackling online fake news and misin-
formation. Code and datasets are available at
https://github.com/ssu-humane/
fake-news-thumbnail.

1 Introduction

We have been suffering from the infodemic as well
as the coronavirus pandemic (Zarocostas, 2020).
The proliferation of fake news during the pandemic
has been a significant threat to the world by induc-
ing hate crimes against East Asians, reinforcing the
wrong beliefs of anti-vaxxers, etc. Fake news is de-
fined as “fabricated information that mimics news
media content in form but not in organizational
process or intent” (Lazer et al., 2018). Motivated
by the fact that unreliable sources generate most
false articles, a line of research has attempted to
understand the distinct characteristics of fake news
sources. A notable study is Horne and Adali (2017),
which focused on textual patterns of news articles
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Figure 1: An example of a news article shared on Twitter.
A visual summary of the article well represents the main
content.

and identified that overall title structure and the use
of proper nouns in titles are significant markers that
differentiate fake news from general news. Sim-
ilarly, from consumption and spreading patterns
on social media, Vosoughi et al. (2018) found that
fake news spreads faster, deeper, and broader than
general news. Other researchers showed that the
reliability of news media could be predicted by
various media-level features, including web traffic
toward a news website (Baly et al., 2018).

In this study, we investigate the use of images
in fake news articles; in particular, we focus on
a thumbnail, an image displayed as a preview to
a news article. When a news article is shared on
social media, its title and thumbnail image are the
only visible information before a user clicks the
link. Since many readers skim news without care-
fully checking the content (Gabielkov et al., 2016),
the visuals can mislead users into having a wrong
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impression if the thumbnail does not represent the
news content. Fake news sources are less likely
to follow the journalistic standard but tend to em-
ploy undesirable techniques such as clickbait head-
lines (Chen et al., 2015). Therefore, we hypothe-
size that unreliable sources may use a less relevant
image for the thumbnail to the news text to attract
clicks and promote false beliefs.

To examine the hypothesis, we propose using
CLIP (Radford et al., 2021), a deep multimodal
representation that allows representing image and
text in the same embedding space. Across three
datasets, we measure image-text similarity over
the CLIP embedding and confirm that the fake
news media tend to use the semantically less rele-
vant photograph in news content than trustworthy
sources. Going further, we test CLIP’s ability to de-
tect the incongruity between news image and text.
Multi-faceted evaluation experiments highlight that
the CLIP-based methods can enable article-level
detection on the unrepresentative thumbnail.

We summarize the contributions of this study
three-fold.

1. We make a novel observation that fake news
sources tend to use a less relevant news thumb-
nail than trustworthy media outlets.

2. We propose a new problem for detecting mis-
informed news articles using semantic incon-
gruity between news text and thumbnail.

3. The paired dataset and manually annotated
samples will be released for future usage.

2 Related Works

2.1 Multimodal representation
Researchers have explored methods that compute
vector representations of multiple modalities (i.e.,
image and text) and align semantically similar con-
tent to the same embedding space. As examples of
such attempts, building pretrained models trained
with image-caption pairs shows potential as gen-
eral backbone models of vision-and-language (VL)
tasks (Lu et al., 2019; Chen et al., 2020). More
recently, researchers collected large-scale image-
caption data from the web and successfully trained
models with a contrastive objective function. These
models show robust performance in VL understand-
ing tasks such as “image classification” and “image
retrieval” even in the zero-shot setting (Radford
et al., 2021; Jia et al., 2021; Kim et al., 2021).

As pretrained VL models can map semantically
similar images and text descriptions into similar
embedding spaces, they can be used to measure
the quality of the image caption. Recent stud-
ies suggest a huge potential in building a better
image-captioning metric using VL models (Lee
et al., 2020, 2021; Hessel et al., 2021). Similarly,
our study leverages the pretrained VL model to
understand the relationship between news text and
images.

2.2 Fake news detection
Fake news detection has been actively studied in
data mining and computational linguistics (Shu
et al., 2017). Technically, it was tackled as a clas-
sification problem; after collecting fact-checked
claims on websites such as PolitiFact1, researchers
trained a classification model with a wide range
of features on text patterns, source characteristics,
audience reactions, etc. Ma et al. (2016) employed
a recurrent neural network that captures patterns
of contextual information of relevant posts over
time. Ruchansky et al. (2017) introduced a model
called CSI that incorporates the text of an article,
the user response, and the source for the detection.
Most recently, researchers developed a fake news
detection framework that represents social contexts
as a graph and learns through a graph neural net-
work (Nguyen et al., 2020). This study does not
aim to predict news veracity but to detect the case
where the news thumbnail does not represent the
main stories. While there have been a handful of
studies tackling fake news detection using multi-
modal cues (Singhal et al., 2019; Qi et al., 2019;
Giachanou et al., 2020; Khattar et al., 2019), to the
best of our knowledge, no studies tackled the de-
tection problem on incongruity between news text
and image, nor investigated how fake news uses
the thumbnail.

3 Media Difference on Semantic
Similarity of News Text and Image

3.1 Problem and hypothesis
We aim at understanding media differences in the
semantic relevance of the thumbnail picture to news
text. Horne and Adali (2017) suggested that fake
news exhibits text patterns that are qualitatively
different. Similarly, we assume that fake news
may exhibit a distinct pattern in the use of news
photographs:

1https://www.politifact.com/
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H. Fake news would use (semantically) a
less relevant photograph to the news title
for its thumbnail than general news.

We set the news title and thumbnail image,
which is set as meta_img of the news HTML, as
the target of analysis due to the following rea-
sons. Journalism research suggests that a news
title should provide a concise summary of the news
article (Smith and Fowler Jr, 1982), and thus we
consider the title as a proxy of the news article.
Among images, we use the meta_img because it is
automatically used as a preview when being shared
on social media. That is, when a news article is
shared, the thumbnail picture and news title be-
come the first content shown to the users. There-
fore, if a thumbnail does not represent the main
story of a news article correctly, it could mislead
readers into having a wrong impression of the target
issue because social media users tend to consume
news snippets without clicking the link (Gabielkov
et al., 2016).

3.2 Method

Figure 2: An illustration of CLIPScore

To test the hypothesis, we used CLIP that rep-
resents a pair of image and text into a multimodal
space (Radford et al., 2021), which is the state-of-
the-art model in multimodal representation learn-
ing. As shown in Figure 2, we computed visual
CLIP embedding v and textual CLIP embedding
c of news article. Then, we measured the cosine
similarity for v and c to measure their semantic
relevance, also known as CLIPScore (Hessel et al.,
2021)2. We use the ViT-B/32 (Dosovitskiy et al.,
2020) as backbone, and hence c,v ∈ R512.

Type Whole COVID COVID-wo-faces

General 106,409 33,310 10,964
Fake 3,306 870 480

Total 109,715 34,180 11,444

Table 1: Dataset size

3.3 Data Collection

We collected news articles through the web links
shared by official media accounts on social media,
following a similar process proposed in a previ-
ous work (Park et al., 2021). Our data collection
pipeline consists of the following steps.

Target media selection: To evaluate the main
research hypothesis, we selected nine news out-
lets that run certified media accounts on Twitter as
the target of analysis. Specifically, we focused on
the five general news (FoxNews, New York Post,
Reuters, The Guardian, Slate) and four fake news
media (ActivitisPost, Judicial Watch, End Time
Headlines, WorldNetDaily). The target list of fake
news was selected from the media sources that
were labeled as red news in a previous study (Grin-
berg et al., 2019), which is defined as “spreading
falsehoods that clearly reflect a flawed editorial
process.” We selected the five general news from
those labeled green in the same previous work. We
confirmed the general media sources considered in
this study are well balanced against the political
bias rating3.

Tweet collection: We collected tweets from Jan-
uary 2021 until the time of data collection (Septem-
ber 2021) using the Twint library4. We excluded
tweets that do not contain URLs to their news arti-
cles.

News article collection: For each of the news
URLs, we obtained the news title, body text, and
URL for the thumbnail by using the newspaper3K
library5. We stored the news data in JSON format
and downloaded the images by the wget command.
When the news data do not provide URLs for the
thumbnail or we cannot download any images from
the thumbnail URL, we did not include it in our
data collection.

2The original implementation of CLIPScore applies a para-
metric ReLU to the cosine similarity. We used its canonical
form without the ReLU function.

3http://www.allsides.com
4https://github.com/twintproject/twint
5https://newspaper.readthedocs.io
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Figure 3: News examples with CLIPScore in each dataset. URLs of news articles are available in Appendix.

To see the robustness of the findings, we con-
structed two filtered versions of datasets for the
analysis in addition to the original dataset (Whole).
First, we limited the scope of the news topic to
COVID-19 by selecting news articles containing
at least one of the COVID-19 related keywords:
coronavirus, corona, covid-19, corona virus, covid,
covid19, sars-cov-2, pandemic, chinese virus, chi-
nesevirus, and corona. The COVID-19 issue has
been covered extensively during the period of CLIP
training, and thus we assumed the CLIP embedding
could understand the COVID-19 context better than
random events. We call the COVID-19 filtered
dataset COVID. Next, to minimize the number of
false negatives (i.e., the model considers a relevant
pair irrelevant), we further filtered out news articles
in which the thumbnail picture contains faces from
the COVID dataset (COVID-wo-faces. In a pre-
liminary analysis, we found that CLIP is not good
at matching a person’s name in text and their ap-
pearance in an image, especially when they are not
famous (e.g., the example in the bottom left of Fig-
ure 3 and Figure A1.)). We detected images with
a face by the face detection model of the Google
Cloud Vision6. Table 1 presents the size of three

6https://tinyurl.com/ydfu2js3

datasets that covers news articles from January to
August 2021. We expect that the data leakage issue
is minimal because our dataset period is less likely
to overlap with the dataset used for training CLIP7.

3.4 Results
Figure 3 presents the title-image pairs with the
CLIPScore values. The three examples in the top
row present the pairs with a high CLIPScore, which
were sampled from the top-500 news articles in
terms of CLIPScore. The bottom three examples
were randomly selected from the bottom-500 ex-
amples in terms of CLIPScore. The high-score
examples demonstrate the capability of CLIP in un-
derstanding a written text and the appearance of a
visual object. On the other hand, the three examples
at the bottom demonstrate two scenarios where a
low CLIPScore can represent. First, the New York
Post example from the whole dataset suggests that
the CLIP encoder has difficulty recognizing a per-
son’s appearance in an image, a name in a text,
or both. Second, the low-score examples for the
COVID and COVID-wo-faces datasets represent
the cases where a thumbnail does not represent the
news text, suggesting the potential of CLIPScore

7CLIP paper was released on Feb 26th, 2021, which does
not explicitly mention the period of the training dataset.
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(a) Whole (0.596∗∗∗) (b) COVID (0.545∗∗∗) (c) COVID-wo-faces (0.594∗∗∗)

Figure 4: CDFs of the CLIPScore measured for each dataset. Values within the parenthesis indicate Cohen’s d
corresponding to the difference of CLIPScore between general and fake news (∗∗∗: p<0.001 by the t-test).

for capturing news articles with an unrepresenta-
tive thumbnail. Therefore, we used CLIPScore for
understanding the media difference between fake
news and trustworthy media in terms of semantic
relevance between news title and thumbnail across
the three datasets. The observations from the fil-
tered datasets can function as a robustness check.

Figure 4 presents the difference of the seman-
tic relevance of news title and thumbnail between
fake and general news, measured by CLIPScore.
We conducted the t-test to evaluate the statistical
significance of a difference and calculated the Co-
hen’s d for its effect size. The x-axis presents the
CLIPScore threshold, and the y-axis presents the
probability that the CLIPScore takes a value less
than or equal to the threshold from the distribu-
tion. Results indicate that fake news tends to have
a lower CLIPScore than general news with a statis-
tical significance across the three datasets. The cor-
responding effect size is 0.596, 0.545, and 0.594 for
the Whole, COVID, and COVID-wo-faces dataset,
respectively. The values are considered medium
effect sizes, which suggests that fake news tends
to use a thumbnail picture that is semantically less
similar to the news title than general news and
therefore supports the main hypothesis in §3.1.

4 Detection of News Articles with the
Incongruous Image

4.1 Motivation

As we observed in the previous section, Fake news
media tend to use a photograph that is semanti-
cally less relevant to the news text than general
news. Motivated by the observation, we turned
to a detection problem aiming at identifying news
articles with the incongruous thumbnail among ar-
ticles shared by fake news outlets. We focused on
the scope of detection of fake news media because
the potential negative impact of image-text incon-

gruity can be worse when used to promote false
claims. Also, previous research suggested visuals
can give a more significant impression to readers
than textual signals (Seo, 2020).

Formally, we define the problem as a classifica-
tion task using image-text multimodal data: given
a pair of news text T and image I , we aim at pre-
dicting the binary incongruity label L on whether
I is semantically (in-)congruent with T .

4.2 Data generation

Figure 5: An illustration of data generation process (T :
news title, I: thumbnail image).

A significant challenge in implementing a clas-
sification model for the target task is the lack of a
dataset. While we have more than 20k image-text
pairs, they are unlabeled, and it is costly to anno-
tate the incongruity label for all the pairs manually.
Therefore, inspired by a previous study (Yoon et al.,
2019), we utilized an alternative method that gen-
erates a pair of I and H with the incongruity label
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Figure 6: CLIP-classifier’s model architecture. The
value within parenthesis indicates the output dimension
size.

L automatically. The data generation method is
language-agnostic, such that it can be easily ex-
tended to any other language as long as one can
construct a pool of trustworthy news articles.

Figure 5 demonstrates the data generation pro-
cess. At first, among the news articles generated
by trustworthy news sources in the COVID-wo-
faces dataset, we selected the top 75% of the image-
text pairs in terms of CLIPScore to be congruent
samples. As a result, we obtained 8223 target
samples. We manually inspected the bottom-100
samples and confirmed that the image represents
the news content well. To be used for generating
train/validation/test datasets in the next step, we
divided the 8223 pairs into three pools: 6575, 824,
and 824, respectively.

The next step is to generate news articles with the
incongruity between news title and thumbnail. As
shown in Figure 5(a), for each pair in the congruent
dataset, we randomly sampled two different pairs,
one from the same media and another from one of
the other outlets. We called the two pairs sampled.
Then, as in Figure 5(b), we automatically generated
samples with the incongruity by linking the image
of the target article (I1) to the title of the sampled
articles (T2, T3). That is, the class ratio is 2:1 in
the dataset. We applied the generation process to
each pool separately, and therefore there are no
overlapped articles between one dataset to another.

In total, we obtained 8223 congruent and 16446
incongruent pairs, and there are 19725, 2472, and
2472 samples for train/validation/test, respectively.

4.3 Experimental Results

We used a machine equipped with the AMD Ryzen
Threadripper Pro 3975WX CPU and two Nvidia
RTX A6000 GPUs for the experiments. We eval-
uated three different methods for detecting image-

Model Validation Test

ACC. AUROC ACC. AUROC

ViLT (zero-shot) 0.646 0.667 0.601 0.624
CLIPScore (zero-shot) 0.942 0.985 0.934 0.984

CLIP-classifier 0.920 0.977 0.927 0.975

Table 2: Evaluation on the generated set.

text incongruity among fake news articles.

• ViLT (zero-shot): As a baseline model, we
employed a recent vision-and-language pre-
trained model, ViLT (Kim et al., 2021), which
was fine-tuned on the MS COCO dataset.
Using the cosine similarity between image
and text vectors, we implemented a simple
threshold-based classifier; If a similarity value
is above the threshold, the model predicts
the text well represents the image. Other-
wise, a pair is considered unmatched. We ob-
tained the decision threshold by a class-wise
unweighted average for the similarity scores
measured on all samples in the validation set.
The obtained threshold was also used for test
set inference.

• CLIPScore (zero-shot): Using the pretrained
CLIP model, we computed the CLIPScore
for each news title and thumbnail pair for im-
plementing a threshold-based classifier. The
decision threshold was obtained following the
same procedure used for ViLT (zero-shot).

• CLIP-classifier: Figure 6 shows the neural
architecture of the proposed model. CLIP-
classifier takes as input c (text embedding) and
v (visual embedding) from CLIP’s text and vi-
sual encoder, respectively, and classifies the
pair as ‘congruent’ (well-matched) or ‘incon-
gruent’ (not-well-matched). The model was
trained to minimize the binary cross-entropy
loss by the AdamW optimizer (at a learning
rate of 0.001) with a batch size of 128. We did
not update the CLIP backbone during training.
We used gradient clipping with a threshold of
1.0 and early stopping.

Table 2 presents the evaluation results of the
three models. The two CLIP-based models out-
performed ViLT (zero-shot) with a large margin.
These observations suggest that the CLIP pre-
trained model is more generalizable than the ViLT
model, and hence it is more suitable for the detec-
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Figure 7: Manual evaluation results on the top-k fake
news articles by CLIPScore and CLIP-classifier’s pre-
dictions score

tion of fake news articles that use an unrepresenta-
tive thumbnail.

To test the ability of CLIP in real-world detec-
tion, we conducted additional experiments with
human annotations. We supposed a situation where
it is required to detect fake news articles using
the incongruous thumbnail. Hence, we inferred
prediction scores for the fake news samples in
the COVID-wo-faces dataset by CLIPScore and
CLIP-classifier, respectively. Then, we manually
inspected the top-200 examples of each model in
terms of the prediction score to test whether the
models correctly predict the samples of an unrep-
resentative thumbnail. We considered the incon-
gruous label as the positive label; Hence, a higher
prediction score indicates a model predicts a given
pair having the incongruity between news title and
thumbnail picture with higher confidence. For con-
sistency, we used (1− similarity) for the predic-
tion score of CLIPScore.

Figure 7 shows the top-k precision of each
model’s prediction on the fake news articles. The
x-axis represents the number of evaluated articles
after being sorted by a model’s prediction score.
The y-axis shows the precision of the top-k articles
evaluated by humans. Two authors participated
in the manual annotation process and obtained a
complete inter-annotator agreement after several
iterations. They examined a total of 259 news-
thumbnail pairs on whether the image represents
the news content. We release the paired dataset
with manual annotation for broader usage on the
github repository.

Results show that CLIPScore outperformed
CLIP-classifier, especially for the highly-ranked
examples. The model achieved a precision of 0.8
for k=10, 0.85 for k=20, and 0.87 for k=30; its

performance gap against CLIP-classifier is around
0.1. The gap decreased as more examples were
evaluated; the precision difference is 0.05 for
k=200. The observation highlights the represen-
tation power of the CLIP backbone and implies
that the two CLIP-based methods could be incor-
porated for more effective detection in practice.

5 Limitation and Future Direction

This study bears several limitations. First, the
findings were observed from the dataset of nine
news media. Even though they are well-balanced
against political bias and trustworthiness, the find-
ings could not represent general patterns and thus
should be carefully interpreted. Future studies
could examine the hypothesis using more extensive
data. Second, since this study employs CLIP as a
backbone, our results are subject to unknown bi-
ases which CLIP might learn from training. Future
studies could adopt pretraining tasks to mitigate the
issues. Third, we focused on news titles as a proxy
of news content. The method could be invalid for
some cases where the news title is incongruent with
the main text (Yoon et al., 2019). Future studies
could develop a method that exploits body text as a
reference, which contains more fruitful information
yet is more challenging to be analyzed.

6 Conclusion

This paper examined the usage of news thumb-
nails and asked whether fake news sources exhibit
distinct patterns. By applying CLIP to the pair
of news title and image, we identified the differ-
ence between fake news and trustworthy media
sources in the image-text similarity: Fake news
tends to use a less similar thumbnail picture to the
news text than general news. Next, we tackled
the article-level detection problem that targets fake
news articles in which the thumbnail picture does
not represent the news content. To the end, we gen-
erated a paired dataset of 24,669 image-text pairs,
each image of which is semantically (in-)congruent
to the text. Evaluation experiments showed that
CLIP-based models could detect news articles with
an unrepresentative thumbnail with high accuracy.
These observations highlight the potential of CLIP
for identifying these misinformed articles in the
real world. To the best of our knowledge, this
is one of the initial attempts to understand fake
news characteristics in the use of thumbnail and
focus on its semantic representativeness to news
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content. We hope our methodology and dataset can
not only make an impact on the ongoing efforts
to curtail fake news dissemination, but also con-
tribute to broader research communities on vision
and language.
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A Appendix

Figure A1: An example of news article that CLIP has
difficulty at matching a person’s name and face (CLIP-
Score: 0.04694, URL: https://tinyurl.com/y4y89b3x).

CLIPScore Source URL

Whole High Foxnews https://tinyurl.com/ydrc32kl
Low New York Post https://tinyurl.com/y7794djr

COVID High The Guardian https://tinyurl.com/y8r7o2b7
Low World Net Daily https://tinyurl.com/yalznxnn

COVID-
wo-faces

High Reuters https://tinyurl.com/ydozsybd
Low Activist Post https://tinyurl.com/ycjkbell

Table A1: URLs for news articles in Figure 3
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